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Installation, Operation & Maintenance
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Safety Information

Please read the entire manual before attempting to unpack, set up or operate this product. Pay careful attention to all Warnings, 
Cautions, and Notes. Failure to do so could result in serious personal injury and/or equipment damage.

Use of Hazard Information

If multiple hazards exist, the signal word corresponding to the greatest hazard shall be used.

Definitions

DANGER: Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

WARNING: Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION: Used with the safety alert symbol, indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could 
result in minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE: Used to address practices not related to personal injury.

NOTE: Information that requires special emphasis.

SHALL: This word is understood to be mandatory.

SHOULD: This word is understood to be advisory.

Product Selection, Installation & Use
Improper selection, installation, or use can cause personal injury or property damage. It is solely the 
responsibility of users, through their own analysis and testing, to select products suitable for their specific 
application requirements, ensure they are properly maintained, and limit their use to their intended 
purpose.

Follow proper local, state and federal regulations for proper installation and operational requirements.

Always use caution and common sense when working with any chemical. Read the product label and 
MSDS carefully and follow the instructions exactly.

Potential Equipment Hazards
Hot surfaces! This equipment may have very hot surfaces. If an operator contacts a hot surface, injury may 
occur. Use protective clothing to prevent injury. If other equipment comes in contact with a hot surface, 
damage to the equipment may occur. Ensure the area around this equipment is kept clear to prevent 
damage from occurring.

High pressures! This equipment may contain fluids at very high pressures. Prior to installing, removing 
or maintaining this equipment, ensure that the equipment is isolated from all connecting piping, the 
equipment is depressurized, the contents have been drained, and the equipment is cool.

Moving parts! This equipment may contain moving parts. All drive guards and doors must be secured in 
place when this machine is being operated.
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General Description

The Sentry® MBP manual low-emission sampler is designed to extract a representative fluid sample from a non-recirculating 
source. The complete sampling operation includes purging of the sample line and sampler along with capturing and containing 
the sample obtained. To minimize exposure of personnel and the environment, the sample is injected into a sealed bottle using a 
Sentry needle assembly or tube stub. A second needle vents gases from the bottle and prevents pressure buildup in the sample 
bottle.

The sampler uses two valves to provide for process line and sampler purge and sample capture. Both valves are shutoff valves, 
providing additional safety. The first valve is a multi-port valve that directs the purge gas and the sample to the appropriate port 
based on the cycle of operation. The second valve (closest to the sample receiver) controls the flow of the sample to the needle 
assembly and is spring loaded for additional safety. It also controls the post purge of the sample needle assembly. The sampling 
assembly has a vent connection where the gaseous vapors can be diverted to a recovery system.

The sample needle assembly is supplied with a bottle shroud that secures the bottle to the needle interface during the sampling 
operation. The shroud is matched to the sample bottle to ensure the bottle is properly aligned for septum penetration. This 
alignment minimizes the chance of puncture in the septum and provides for reduced bending loads on the needles.

Needle Type
The Sentry MIL manual low-emission sampler is comprised of two valves separated by a spacer plate. The upper diversion valve is 
a three-way diversion valve that allows fluid to flow through the assembly to a controlled location, possibly returned to process.  
The lower valve is a spring-return redundant stop valve, with what is commonly called a deadman’s handle.  The handle is rotated 
to begin sample flow into the bottle. Once the operator lets go of the handle, the valve will close, stopping flow into the bottle.  
Packaging of the two valves into a common assembly minimizes the dead volume of sample.  The sample is injected into a sealed 
bottle using a Sentry needle assembly.  A second needle on this assembly vents gases from the bottle and prevents pressure 
buildup in the bottle.

An optional purge port is available which allows the operator to use nitrogen or other similar gases to purge any sample which 
may remain in the needle assembly prior to bottle removal. The purge port is located in the spacer plate between the diversion 
valve and the stop valve.

The valve assembly is supplied with a bottle shroud with wire retainer which secures the bottle to the valve during the sampling 
operation.  The shroud is matched to the sample bottle to ensure the bottle is properly aligned for septum penetration.  The 
shroud features a slot, which allows for the operator to view the sample bottle and filling process.

Tube Stub Type
The Sentry MIL sampler also has a tube stub option, which works in a similar fashion to the needle style; however, the sample is 
injected into the bottle via a tube stub in lieu of needles. A vent hole in the tube stub assembly vents gases from the bottle and 
prevents pressure buildup in the sample bottle.

Also available is an optional purge port, which allows the operator to use nitrogen or other similar gases to purge any sample that 
may remain in the needle assembly prior to bottle removal. The purge port is located in the spacer plate between the diversion 
valve and the stop valve.

The valve assembly is supplied with a bottle adapter with a threaded connection that secures the bottle to the valve during the 
sampling operation. As with the needle type, the adapter is matched to the sample bottle to ensure the bottle is properly aligned 
for septum penetration, and the shroud features a slot that allows the operator to view the sample bottle and filling process.
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Specifications

specifications

 materials

 All process wetted parts - 316L SS

 O-rings - Viton®, Kalrez®

 Shroud/bottle adapter - Nylon

 pressure rating
 Sample - 250 psig (17.3 barg) MOP at 150°F (65°C)

 Purge gas - 20% above sample pressure, not to exceed 300 psig (20.7 barg) 

 needle purge
 Purge gas regulator - 5-50 psig (0.3-3.5 barg) adjustable

 Rotameter - 0-2 SCFH, valved

 mounting  Pipe or wall
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Installation

Mounting
The MBP manual low-emission sampler is mounted on a 12” x 12” stainless steel back plate suitable for wall or pole mounting. The 
panel should be mounted so that the operator can easily access the valves and see the sample in the bottle as it fills. Connections 
are as follows:

- Sample Inlet – 1/4 in compression

- Purge Inlet – 1/4 in compression

- Vent – 1/4 in compression

Nitrogen supply should be regulated to 5-10 psig (0.3-0.7 barg) greater than the reactor/vessel pressure to assure the proper 
purging of the sample line. 

The sample line should be 1/4 in tubing to minimize purge volume and should be installed in such a way as to avoid any sharp 
bends or kinks. Tubing should be properly supported and insulated if necessary based on operating conditions.

The sample vent line should be 1/4 in tube or larger to allow for the free flow of the vent gases to their recovery/exhaust location.

Do not put any back pressure on the sampler vent line. Back pressure can interrupt the flow of the 
sample and cause leakage or pressurization of the sample bottle. The sample bottle is not rated for 
pressure operation. Test all connections for leak integrity prior to operation.

u Note: Figures in this manual may differ from actual purchased equipment. Please refer to your job drawings for specific 
connection information.

Purge Gas
Isolation

Valve

Sample Selection
Valve

Nitrogen
Regulator 
Valve

Pressure
Gauge

Flow
Indicator

Needle/Tube Stub
Sampler

mm

mm

Sampler configuration
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Operation

When not actually sampling, the valve should be in the off position.

Prior to initiating sampling, insert the bottle inside the shroud until the bottle cap bottoms against the keeper nut. Secure the 
bottle within the shroud using the bottle support bracket or screw the bottle to the bottle adapter. 

The sampler has four operation cycles: Off, Back Purge, Sample, and Needle Purge. In the Off mode, the sampler and the nitrogen 
source are isolated and the multi-port valve ports are connected to the two nitrogen sources (low and high pressure) in a
deadheaded arrangement. 

In the Back Purge mode, the nitrogen source is open and is fed to the sample line via the multi-port valve. Nitrogen pushes sample 
out of the sample line and into the reactor/vessel to purge the line. 

In the Sample mode, the multi-port valve connects the sample line to the tube stub assembly through the throttling valve. The 
throttling valve is used to fill the sample bottle with the motive force coming from the reactor/vessel. 

In the Needle Purge mode, the multi-port valve supplies nitrogen (low pressure) to the sample tube stub assembly through the 
throttling valve. This purges the multi-port valve, the throttling valve and the tube stub assembly of sample prior to the next 
operation. This is representative sample since it was part of the sampling mode.

Operating Sequence
1. Mount the sample bottle onto the shroud and secure the bottle. When a tube stub is used, the bottle is threaded to the 

bottle adapter.

2. Verify that V-1 (multi-port valve) is in the Off position.

3. Verify that V-3 (nitrogen supply isolation valve) is in the Off position.

4. Verify that NV-1 (sample throttling valve) is in the Off position.

5. Open V-3 (nitrogen supply isolation valve).

6. Rotate V-1 counter-clockwise, to the Back Purge position. Allow a minimum of 30 seconds to purge the sample line.

7. Rotate V-1 counter-clockwise to the Sample position.

8. Slowly open NV-1 by pushing the toggle handle and fill the sample bottle to the desired level (maximum 50% or 2cc).

9. Rotate V-1 counter-clockwise to the Needle Purge position.

10. Verify that the pressure gauge indicates a minimum of 5 psi (0.3 bar). Adjust the regulator if necessary.

11. Slowly open NV-1 and the purge needle assembly into the sample bottle.

12. Rotate V-1 counter-clockwise to the Off position.

13. Secure V-3 by closing this valve.

14. Allow a few seconds for vapors to exit the vent connection before opening the enclosure and removing the bottle from 
the shroud. 

15. In the Idle mode, keep the sample valve in the Off position and close the enclosure.

See figure on following page for illustration.
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Operation

SAMPLE MODE:  OFF

SAMPLE BOTTLE SAMPLE BOTTLE

SAMPLE BOTTLE SAMPLE BOTTLE

SAMPLE MODE:  PRE-PURGE

SAMPLE MODE:  SAMPLE SAMPLE MODE:  NEEDLE PURGE

Operating sequence

Do not overfill the sample bottle. Leakage can occur and the vent needle will become blocked.

Use proper protective equipment to obtain and transport the sample.
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Maintenance

The needle assembly can be removed and replaced by removing the shroud and a single retaining nut. The assembly is equipped 
with o-ring seals around the fluid inlet port and the needle assembly. The area between the seals is vented to the assembly vent
connection. This arrangement provides maximum protection from potential leakage, as fluid leakage resulting from a defective 
inlet seal is diverted to the vent rather than discharged to the atmosphere. The needle assembly has positive engagement to 
ensure that the needles are correctly positioned prior to insertion.

The needle adapter can be removed by removing the three (3) screws retaining it and pulling it down and out of the valve body. 
The adapter is equipped with redundant seals as supplied with the needle assembly. Both the needle assembly and the needle 
adapter can be removed and replaced without valve disassembly or disruption of any fluid tubing.

Packing kits are available for the multi-port valve, the throttling valve, nitrogen isolation valve and other parts. See the Parts & 
Accessories list on the following page.

Troubleshooting

 symptom  possible problem(s)  remedy

 Leaking valve stems  - Loose or worn packing  - Tighten packing nut or replace packing
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Parts & Accessories

Description        Part Number            Quantity

Needle Assembly, .065 in (#16 ga) Needles      2-05513F   1

Needle Assembly, .083 in (#14 ga) Needles     2-05513H   1

Needle Assembly, .110 in (#12 ga) Process and .083 in (#14 ga) Vent Needles 2-05513K   1

Needle Assembly, .083 in (#14 ga) Process and .110 in (#12 ga) Vent Needles 2-05513J  1

Needle Assembly, .065 in (#16 ga) Process and .083 in (#14 ga) Vent Needles 2-05513G   1

Orifice, .062 in         2-05515A   1

Fluid Inlet Port O-Ring, Viton       4-04820M   1

Fluid Inlet Port O-Ring, Kalrez       4-04820X   1

Needle Assembly O-Ring, Viton       4-04820L   1

Needle Assembly O-Ring, Kalrez       4-04820Y   1

Sample Bottle, 2 oz (60 ml), Glass with Cap and Septum   4-00775C   1

Sample Bottle, 4 oz (118 ml), Glass with Cap and Septum   4-04930A   1

Sample Bottle, 8 oz (237 ml), Glass with Cap and Septum    4-04931A   1

Sample Bottle, 16 oz (473 ml), Glass with Cap and Septum    4-04921A   1

Sample Bottle, 32 oz (946 ml), Glass with Cap and Septum    4-04926A   1

Bottle Septums for 2 oz (60 ml) Bottles, Pkg. of 50    4-04963A  1

Bottle Septums for 4 oz (118 ml) Bottles, Pkg. of 50    4-04963B   1

Bottle Septums for 8 oz (237 ml) Bottles, Pkg. of 50    4-04963C   1

Bottle Septums for 16 oz (473 ml) Bottles, Pkg. of 50    4-04963D   1

Bottle Septums for 32 oz (946 ml) Bottles, Pkg. of 50    4-04963E   1

Shroud with 2 oz (60 ml) Bottles      6-04081B   1

Shroud with 4 oz (118 ml) Bottles      6-04081H   1

Shroud with 8 oz (237 ml) Bottles      6-04081A   1

Shroud with 16 oz (473 ml) Bottles      6-04081D   1

Shroud with 32 oz (946 ml) Bottles      6-04081C   1
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Standard Warranty
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Standard Warranty, continued
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Customer Assistance

Sentry Equipment Corp engineers, manufactures and services equipment for sampling, monitoring, injection and analysis for 
worldwide customers in utility and process industries. Our equipment enables analytical and operational professionals to obtain 
safe, accurate and repeatable results. Recognized as a technology leader, Sentry Equipment Corp has been relied on by operation-
al and analytical professionals since 1924, and we pride ourselves in offering exceptional technical support.

Sentry Equipment Corp offers experienced Customer Service associates to assist our valued customers. Please call us at  
+1-262-567-7256 for assistance with your application.

Please do not return any equipment before discussing your application issue with a Sentry representative and obtaining a Return 
Material Authorization (RMA) number.

We consider every customer a commitment, and we thank you for your business.



It is solely the responsibility of end users, through their own analysis and testing, to select products and materials 
suitable for their specific application requirements, ensure they are properly installed, safely applied and properly 
maintained, and to limit their use to their intended purpose. Improper selection, installation, or use may result in 

personal injury or property damage.

Sentry Equipment Corp is a global, employee-owned company that 
designs, engineers, manufactures, markets, distributes and services 

high-quality products for steam & water sampling, liquid & slurry  
sampling, solid & powder sampling, gas sampling, natural gas  

odorization systems, and pipeline corrosion monitoring & chemical 
injection equipment. 

Our equipment enables analytical and operational professionals in  
the power and process industries to obtain safe, accurate and  

repeatable results.

966 Blue Ribbon Circle North, Oconomowoc, WI  53066
+1-262-567-7256  |  +1-262-567-4523 fax  

sales@sentry-equip.com  |  www.sentry-equip.com


